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Journalist, party girl, bookworm, artist, muse: by the time she’d hit thirty, Eve Babitz had played all of these
roles. Immortalized as the nude beauty facing down Duchamp and as one of Ed Ruscha’s Five 1965
Girlfriends, Babitz’s first book showed her to be a razor-sharp writer with tales of her own. Eve’s Hollywood
is an album of  vivid snapshots of Southern California’s haute bohemians, of outrageously beautiful high-
school ingenues and enviably tattooed Chicanas, of rock stars sleeping it off at the Chateau Marmont. And
though Babitz’s prose might appear careening, she’s in control as she takes us on a ride through an LA of
perpetual delight, from a joint serving the perfect taquito, to the corner of La Brea and Sunset where we
make eye contact with a roller-skating hooker, to the Watts Towers. This “daughter of the wasteland” is here
to show us that her city is no wasteland at all but a glowing landscape of swaying fruit trees and blooming
bougainvillea, buffeted by earthquakes and the Santa Ana winds—and every bit as seductive as she is. 
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From reader reviews:

William Phillips:

What do you think about book? It is just for students since they're still students or it for all people in the
world, what best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that issue above. Every person has distinct
personality and hobby for every single other. Don't to be obligated someone or something that they don't
wish do that. You must know how great along with important the book Eve's Hollywood. All type of book is
it possible to see on many solutions. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Aaron Mullen:

In this 21st century, people become competitive in every single way. By being competitive now, people have
do something to make them survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and notice through
surrounding. One thing that often many people have underestimated this for a while is reading. Yes, by
reading a guide your ability to survive enhance then having chance to remain than other is high. In your case
who want to start reading some sort of book, we give you this particular Eve's Hollywood book as basic and
daily reading reserve. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Percy Brown:

This book untitled Eve's Hollywood to be one of several books which best seller in this year, that's because
when you read this reserve you can get a lot of benefit upon it. You will easily to buy this specific book in
the book retail store or you can order it via online. The publisher of this book sells the e-book too. It makes
you quicker to read this book, as you can read this book in your Smart phone. So there is no reason to you to
past this publication from your list.

Bernetta Smith:

Reading a reserve can be one of a lot of pastime that everyone in the world loves. Do you like reading book
therefore. There are a lot of reasons why people fantastic. First reading a e-book will give you a lot of new
facts. When you read a guide you will get new information due to the fact book is one of numerous ways to
share the information as well as their idea. Second, studying a book will make a person more imaginative.
When you studying a book especially fictional book the author will bring one to imagine the story how the
figures do it anything. Third, you may share your knowledge to some others. When you read this Eve's
Hollywood, you can tells your family, friends as well as soon about yours publication. Your knowledge can
inspire the others, make them reading a e-book.
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